Contract Lifecycle
Management
Legal expertise, advisory services, and technologydriven implementation solutions simplify your
system and empower your people.
We help you build workflows, establish repeatable processes and
best practices, and leverage the right technologies to create a scalable
solution that creates efficiencies and complements your existing practices.
DISTILL THE COMPLEX
Whether your goal is to digitize paper contracts or implement an efficient and standardized process, our
advisory services bring a new level of transparency and control to your contract process. We can help you
implement an automated CLM process and system to quantify success and ROI.

EXPEDITE THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS
Unique and unprecedented contract language can stall a deal. An automated CLM system can weight risk for
each clause in your contract process, create data-driven intuitive contracts, and build negotiating profiles for
a more efficient and effective negotiation process.

IMPROVE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Our experts provide you with a contract playbook, empowering your organization to limit or even eliminate
manual intervention through the implementation of a technology-enabled CLM solution that delivers
standardization, governance, and automation.

We can tackle your most complex contract challenges with
tailored solutions.
THIRD PARTY PAPER Building AI models to extract critical contractual information from third party paper
CONTRACT FAMILY MAPPING Mapping legal documents into contract families
TABULAR DATA EXTRACTION Extracting information from tables and grids
CREATING A CENTER OF EXCELLENCE Building an industrial-strength Center of Excellence (COE) in-house
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We harness the power of AI to simplify the
complexities of your contracts.
Cimplifi includes a curated ecosystem of industry-leading analytics
tools like DocuSign to extract critical contractual information and
deliver insight into your contract portfolios. Our team has been
working with DocuSign Insight for more than 10 years—we are a
leading Certified Insight Partner and are CLM certified.

Ready to wrangle the complexities of your contracts?
Get in touch today to speak with an expert.
info@cimplifi.com / Phone 833.215.2667
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